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Introduction
This paper is now available in the June series only. This paper was set in accordance
with the GCE 2008 Specification guidance, and adhered to the format of all previous Unit
2 papers. Centres received compact discs or accessed mp3 files, which contained four
passages, whose total running time was just over four minutes. The total time allocated to
this paper was 2 hours 30 minutes, with candidates having access to the recording for the
first 45 minutes only. All questions were compulsory, and the vast majority of candidates
attempted all questions, obtaining a broad range of marks. There were some excellent
performances which suggest teachers’ awareness of the demands of the paper, attention to
points emphasised in Results Plus Examiner’s Reports, where a commentary and tips are
given to specific questions. There is an increasing corpus of past papers. This paper was
marked to exactly the same principles as 6FR02 in all its previous sessions.
The passages drew on topics from the General Topic Areas and of relevance, and hopefully
interest, to the candidates as far as possible, from a variety of sources. The first four
passages were spoken, the latter four were written. Passage 1, relating to Q1, was a
multiple choice exercise worth 4 marks, concerning an an accident at a nuclear reactor in
Alsace, seeking factual information from the passage.
In response to Passage 2, about fund raising evening at a swimming pool in Calais,
candidates selected four correct statements from eight.
Q3, based on Passage 3 about young people's drinking habits, was a cloze exercise worth 4
marks, where candidates selected from a pool of eight items.
Q4, where 8 marks were available, requiring responses in French, was based on Passage 4,
concerning a French photographer in Francophone Laos.
From Passage 5, on reducing car expenditure, each of five statements had to be correctly
attributed to one of four people, for a total of 5 marks.
Passage 6 described the TGV's initiative to provide travel companions, at a cost, and
required no inference, but transfer of meaning into English. Five questions worth 1 mark
each, were answered in English for a total of 5 marks.
Passage 7 detailed the modernisation of university restaurants in Picardy. The questions
were in French, amounting to 10 marks, and required short responses in French.
Passage 8 provided the stimulus for the written response of up to 220 words on the ways
in which young people do or do not choose to use media to keep in touch and the purposes
to which they put these media. Up to 15 marks were available for Content and Language
respectively, making Q8 is worth 30 marks.
6FR02 totals 70 marks.
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Question 4
This is the most challenging listening comprehension passage of the four, but performance
is generally rather higher than in previous sessions. Overall, spelling could be more
carefully attempted, especially where high frequency words are involved, such as 'anglais'
or 'communiquer'. Sometimes 'gestes' was incorrectly spelt, too. Candidates did well where
they selected information from the passage, but attempts to transcribe in full or to lift
sections from the passage, without manipulation, tended to be less successful.
In Q4a, there was some misunderstanding of the question leading to some unusual
answers, ranging from the father being an Olympus to learning a lot about Paris: 'l'appareil
de son père, l'Olympus'. There was frequent confusion between 'prendre' and 'apprendre'
though both were accepted, with corresponding erroneous past participles. 'Savoir' crept
into quite a number of responses. The keyword 'photographie' was often confused with
cognates such as 'photographe' or with English spellings 'photography'.
There was confusion in Q4b over 'le/la photo' 'photographe' and 'photographie' with
candidates losing marks because they used the wrong item of vocabulary. English spelling
'photography' had to be rejected but was frequently offered. The conditional tense was
used occasionally, as was the future. The focus of this part is in the past tense, and
therefore faulty attempts of the perfect passive were accepted: il a été conseiller par des
photographes. However 'rencontrer' was often incorrectly spelt.
'Passionant' was used quite often.
In Q4c, most candidates correctly identified 'parler anglais' but 'gestes' was less commonly
spotted and frequently imaginatively rendered. Scores were helped by references to each
person speaking his own language being treated as a preamble, not an element. The
question targeted Julien, but the infinitive was accepted for both marks.
Various misspellings of 'appareil' were expected and found in Q4d, some too far from
correct spelling, others very close. 'Sans appareil photo' without a verb was a frequent but
untargeted lift so could not score, as it did not respond to the question as worded. It was
accepted that 'il arrivait sans appareil photo' should score. A number of candidates were
fortunate, as a transcription of 'sans' as 'son' scored.
Many candidates in Q4e seemed to understand the general notion, but were not sufficiently
specific, and omitted any mention of taking photos, simply stating 'sans demander la
permission' or a variant thereof. This meant that the candidate offered a partial, thus
rejected response. Other candidates merely stated that they had big cameras.
There were quite a lot of good answers in Q4f, with evidence of comprehension and a wide
range of responses were able to score. Many candidates wrote too much however, with more
than two points. This part was answered correctly by most, but some candidates confused
the subject and object in 'sharing moments' and 'taking an interest'. As only the first two
elements are considered here, candidates are still writing too much and adding irrelevant
material in their answers. Sometimes one notion, such as that of sharing moments, was
repeated and offered as a second notion. Candidates needed to be careful that two different
ideas were presented.
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Question 6
Full sentences were not required in this transfer of meaning question. Some candidates
are reminded that the order of elements rule rewards targeted responses, where the full
information sought must occur within the first element of the response. Each part of Q6 is
worth 1 mark, which is available for accurate and comprehensible retrieval of information
from the passage.  3 marks was the mean.
In Q6a, there was often incomplete information, as there were two aspects to
this question, with candidates omitting the notion of locking up the house, rather than
simply shutting the door behind them and the client, or merely leaving home. In Q6b,
translation of 'valider' proved problematic, and while a wide range of translations was
offered, 'to compost' was rejected. There were a number of responses where only one
way was specified. 'Courses' was not always well rendered, though in the phrase 'faire les
courses' it would probably have been more familiar. Inappropriate or imprecise English
was a significant factor in lower scores, such as in Q6c, where 'demand' was offered as a
translation of 'demande'. Q6d needed reference to the station, as this was not implicit from
the question. In Q6e, 'pay on the same day' did not specify what that day was. There was
some confusion over the focus: the payment or the payee but this part was again, generally
well handled.
Almost all responded in English as required and there was little incidence of switching
inadvertently to French for individual parts, other than in 'demande', 'baggages' and
'composte'.   Where candidates were mindful of writing in natural English and in conveying
the information required, rather than lengthy sections of the passage, scores were high.
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Examiner Comments

This candidate scored well, and failed to score in (c) only.
a. To ‘close the house’ was taken, with some licence, as meaning to lock the house
up. There are the two necessary notions here of checking that everything is in order
and locking up.
b. Again the two required notions are given. ‘to take care’ of was accepted in a variety
of contexts, for example, ‘to take care of the ticket.’ However implications that the
travel companion purchased the ticket were rejected.
c. This is a partial response, for there needs to be mention of both cancellation
and alteration. Although there are two notions for one mark, this is typical of this
question, and the rubric requires full information.
d. The distance is correctly given and the station is the correct reference point.
Approximate conversions to miles were accepted.
e. The fact of paying on the same day at departure is key. Reference to the payee
being the companion is a harmless addition, as is the means of payment.
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Examiner Comments

This is a less successful attempt than the first Q6 sample a) and c) do not score. The
candidate has retrieved much relevant information, but needs to respond with more
detail and precision.
a. This response states the same notion twice, but there needs to be reference to
locking the house up, so no score.
b. ‘Keep the ticket’ is a bit vague but fortunately, two ideas have been conveyed
already, so 1 mark is awarded.
c. This is a general response, but does not give the two pieces of essential
information.
d. Distance and reference to the station are explicit.
e. There is no mention of to whom the payment is made, but the key information,
that payment is on the day of travel, is clear enough for the mark.
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Examiner Comments

This response, like sample 2, earns 3 marks. This candidate responds
succinctly, but in a couple of places, is too terse.
a. This is a partial response, as there is no reference to ensuring that all is in
order in the house.
b. Again, not only is the information erroneous, but there is only one piece
information when two are sought.
c. These are accurate renditions of ‘modifier’ and ‘annuler’.
d. There is a clear idea of distance from station.
e. Payment on when are clearly and correctly conveyed.
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Examiner Comments

This candidate responds at greater length than in some examples, and scores in every
part other than a).
a. There is too much of the wrong information here: although meeting at the house of
the client is true, it is a harmless addition and does not target the house. The locking up
idea is absent, as the candidate only refers to ‘leaving’ the house.
b. ‘Validate’ was accepted, as the concept is difficult to translate, so two acceptable
notions are offered here, so score.
c. ‘The service’ seems clear enough here, so is accepted along with the notions of
changing and cancelling for 1 mark.
d. As with many examples, the candidate has scored by mentioning the distance in
kilometres from the station.
e. Payment on day of departure is clearly communicated, and there need be no
reference to the identity of the payee.

Question 7
In this session for Q7, small details being omitted or inadequately conveyed caused much
lost credit. Partial credit was quite frequent in the 2 mark parts, thus it is good to write
down as much targeted information as possible, for it could score 1 of the 2 discrete marks
available.
Many candidates found Q7a challenging to convey, and omitted an intensifier. Given the
difficulty in spelling 'accueillir', an infinitive was accepted, provided an acceptable quantifier
was added.
In Q7b, several correct answers relied on 'le travail d'amélioration' from the text but others
omitted the notion of improved management or of what: 'il gère les restaurants' or 'il gère
mieux'.
There were a lot of variations in part Q7c, many involving long and unnecessary lifts from
the text and indiscriminate use of the adjective 'susceptibles'.
Many candidates seemed to misunderstand the meaning of 'susceptibles' and left it hanging
at the end of a sentence: eg 'des produits alimentaires susceptibles'. Buying cheap food
was one notion, the other discrete notion was that it was from local shops. Setting up local
shops selling cheap food was an equally acceptable route to 2 marks.
In Q7d, leaving out 'acheter' was common, and many focussed on 'les produits bio'. 'Vendre
des fruits et des légumes' appeared in many answers. The discrete mark for 'localement'
even if accompanied by an erroneous second notion, was often gained. Candidates were
favoured by the fact that the incorrect element does not need to be plausible in context, for
example 'ils jouent localement' would still get the second mark. Again there were quite a
few long and rambling responses here, many including irrelevant references to saving fuel
and organic vegetables and often failing to gain a mark for not distinguishing between
centralisation and its opposite.
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In Q7e 'combien' was seemingly frequently misunderstood. Some candidates did not give
the number three but referred to the name of three courses which was accepted. Some
added up all options stated for all courses, thus reaching an incorrect number of courses.
'(Faire) cuire' proved not to be well-known in Q7f and led to a variety of forms, mostly
without 'faire', or with a misspelt -ss- in 'cuisson', were presented. The quantifiers 'mieux',
'plus' or similar were necessary for the mark, but were quite often omitted. 'manquant
un peu de cuisson' was quite often offered as an incorrect lift. Some candidates focused
on the idea of a sauce, but most recognised the cooking was at fault. Many candidates
offered partially correct answers, gaining 1 mark. The first line of the final paragraph was
often lifted without further detail. 'Moins d’étudiants fréquentent ces établissements' was
commonplace.This part elicited some very lengthy answers, the majority of which were
focused on the correct information. Some of the correct answers were very well-expressed.
Most spellings of 'moins' were correct, too. However references to the cost of food were not
relevant in this part. This part rewarded a targeted reading, since cost is a factor, but not in
response to this part.
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Examiner Comments

The candidate scores 4 marks.
a. This is a meaningless lift, and does no more than re-work the question.
b. This is a true statement, but does not target the notion of ‘qu-essaie-t-il de faire...’. There
needs to be a sense of a changed management style.
c. This response is unfortunate in that it conveys some information, but misses the specifics:
‘acheter’ not ‘utiliser’ is needed; and there is no mention of local shops.
d. This time, the candidate has mentioned the local aspect of the foodstuffs, but purchase, not
sale is involved. Though the first element is the converse of the correct notion, the second notion
scores discretely.
f. ‘Augmenter’ just about conveys the notion of more cooking, so scores 1 mark.
g. This part earns 2 marks, as it seems implicit that restaurant use equates to eating there.
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Examiner Comments

This response is good, and scores well for this question. Interestingly, the longer responses do not
necessarily earn more credit.
a. This part has the wrong target, and does not necessarily represent a change from the
unmodernised restaurants. ‘mieux’ needs to be conveyed in some form.
b. This lengthy response misses out the key notion of better or improved restaurant management,
so no credit is gained.
c. This candidate received some credit here, so the local idea: près des restaurants, but there is
no mention of low cost food.
All further parts gain full credit. It will be seen that in F though there is faulty language, it does
convey the message and in G eating was accepted implicitly.
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Examiner Comments

This candidate scored full marks. Most responses are concise but they convey sufficient
information because it is targeted.
a. The adverb and the past participle are correctly formulated. The infinitive would have been
accepted for the mark, too.
b. The notion of improvement was only rarely obtained. It is correctly written here, along with the
verb ‘gérer’.
c. This is the only convoluted response, and the first two elements only are considered. Thus
fortunately the correct elements are offered first. The remaining notions about healthier meals
and fruit and vegetables are considered as harmless additions.
d. This is a clear answer. ‘le plan local’ is a correct lift, so earns the second mark.
e. The figure or word sufficed here, there was no need for an enumeration of the dishes on offer.
f. The verbal construction here was accepted provided that it communicated, even if not very
appropriately: ‘cuire plus longtemps’.
g. Reducing diners were the key concepts. ‘est en baisse’ is a synonym for ‘diminuer’ but does not
contradict, so 2 marks are gained.

Question 8
Please see the summary of the paper for the marking principles concerning Content, and
what constitutes a full or partial bullet point. The majority of candidates understood all
bullet points and answered accordingly. The stimulus material and bullet point prompts
seemed to fall within the experience of nearly all candidates. Some failed to personalise
their responses to bullet points 2 and 3 and used generalisations, which meant that full
credit was withheld from the first bullet point response in which this occurred. Some also
wrote about the future when responding to bullet point 3. Only a small minority went over
the word limit and few candidates missed more than two of the bullet points. Essential
objects ranged from a book, camera and suntan lotion to the more mundane or esoteric:
bible, dog, family members, an open mind or even yellow and green trousers. Many
candidates scored 13 or 14 marks for Content, and scores over 10 for Content, meaning
that all four bullet points were to some extent addressed, abounded. This assisted the
candidature to a mean score for Q8 of over 22 marks in total.
Quality Of Language - this appeared to be higher than in previous sessions with heed
being paid to the need for basic accuracy before complex and over-ambitious structures
which were not appropriately rendered. Less overloading of subjunctives and pre-learned
phrases was attested, although the latter was evident in a significant number of cases.
Disappointingly many candidates did not manipulate frequent irregular verbs well, even in
the first and third persons of the present tense: je peut, il dois, je save.  
Similarly 'une livre' and 'le vacances' were seen too frequently. Some candidates do not
appear to be taught to avoid the subjunctive when the subject is the same in both parts
of the sentence, eg 'Je prends mon livre pour pouvoir me détendre' rather than 'pour que
je puisse me détendre'. Conversely, many candidates displayed an impressive knowledge
of vocabulary and grammar and were able to express their ideas accurately and, in some
cases, imaginatively and stylishly, with frequently good or very good grammar.
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Overall, the question evoked a smaller number of very weak responses and a higher
proportion of outstanding answers. The most common causes for lost credit were responses
in excess of the word limit, or failure to address one or more of the bullets. Pre-learnt
introductory paragraphs used up the word count, and therefore lost out on the opportunity
to gain more marks. For example, it was not uncommon for the second bullet point to be
a substantially pre-learned account of the pros and cons of the internet. A few candidates
answered the bullet points in a different order from that suggested which was wholly
acceptable but did lead to a higher than average incidence of omission. Some did not
give more or less equal weight to the four sections, with especially the fourth bullet point
receiving cursory treatment.
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Examiner Comments

This response scores reasonably. This score was immediately attributable to the candidate
misunderstanding the fourth bullet point. Bullet 4 was supposed to deal with any item other than
a smartphone or computer. Furthermore, in bullet 3, the response about going on holiday without
these devices does not develop very meaningfully. There is enough though for bullet points 1 and
2, along with bullet point 3, to reach the highest Content mark available where one bullet point is
left out - ie 9 marks.
In Language there are a number of flaws leading to ambiguity and to the message being
impeded. There is an attempt to enhance the response with adverbs, linking words, and
dependent infinitives, for example. However few attempts are successful, it is not clear what
timeframe applies to the past holidays, and grammar on the programme of study is not well
handled. ‘Travaille’ is confused for the noun, and there are basic weaknesses in spelling and verb
morphology. The attempt to bring in a range of constructions and vocabulary is positively seen, so
the candidate gains seven marks for Language.
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Examiner Comments

This sample is included as an example of a candidate whose technique has enabled the top band
to be given for Content, despite the Language being satisfactory.
A letter format is proffered here, which received neither credit nor penalty, as this was deemed
to be a plausible article format. All the bullet points are covered fully, and there is development,
even if it is quite ineffective in the instance of the sunhat in bullet 4. Similarly, stating that the
candidate has never gone on holiday without a smartphone, is just about a direct response to
bullet 3. This is why the top band is obtained but at the lowest mark.
Language is satisfactory. Basic genders are faulty, ‘vacance’, ‘je utilise’ , ‘il y a plusiers choses qui
influence’ are examples of errors which mean that Language cannot be considered to be strong.
There is not a great richness of vocabulary: utiliser is a frequent verb.
It is noted that where Language is modest, a high Content score is not precluded, nor for that
matter vice versa.
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Examiner Comments

It will be seen that this sample shows work earning the top band for both Content and Language.
In the Content mark grid, the candidate scores comfortably in the top band: all four bullet points
are fully dealt with, and there is some adornment in each case. There is a perfunctory title, and
while the response could be seen as formulaic, it answers the task fully, so should be highly
credited for this reason.
There is no an introduction, but the candidate has gone straight into addressing the bullet points
to good effect.
Some genders are incorrect: ‘un fois’, and the tenses of some of the constructions attempted are
faulty. However, overall, there is a richness of grammar and vocabulary, thus the response just
about earns the top box. There is an attempt to link the piece into a coherent response.
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Examiner Comments

This is an example of an excellent response, which is not faultless but which scores very nearly
full marks. It is not a requirement to write the piece in the order of the bullet points, nor to
provide a paragraph per bullet point. The title is not counted in the word count, and is seen
positively though it is unnecessary.
This candidate addresses the bullet points immediately and does not use up words on irrelevant
or general introductory comments. An introduction can be acceptable, but needs to be relevant,
and a pre-learnt first paragraph absorbs words, whereas these words could be used to develop
each point.
All bullet points are developed using an accurate and wide range of grammar from the AS
programme of study. There is explicit response to all bullet points. For example, past holidays are
alluded to where there was no smartphone, plus a plausible development.
There is some misspelling and some flaws in constructions, but there is sufficient range and
ambition for the top box for Language to be comfortably attained.
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Paper Summary
In Q1, only 1 mark was available for each of four multiple choice parts.
Candidates of all abilities gained the maximum of 4 marks, with 80% success at least in
every part, so an increase in last session. In Q1i, the time of day was not well grasped by
all, and in Q1ii, death rather than injury was the most common misconception. Q1iii was the
most successful part of Q1, showing that candidates are coping better with distinguishing
between figures.
In Q2, four crosses were required to denote the four correct statements. One mark was
withheld for each cross offered in excess of four: for example, six crosses, including four
correct ones, would gain 2 marks in total.
In Q3, if the response selected was not completely transcribed correctly, but could clearly
not be confused with another item in the pool, it still earned the mark.
In Q5, just as in Q2, if crosses were placed in excess of the number permitted, in this case
a total of five, one mark was withheld for each cross written, in excess of five. This was rare
in Q2 and Q5 alike. The general performance across the candidature was good to excellent
in Q2.
In Q3a, it was excellent, with over 90% of candidates earning the mark on offer, but in the
four other parts, success was between half and two-thirds. Under 50% of responses were
correct in Q3c, with the notion of lax supervision being missed. A wide range of distractors
were selected, thus grammar alone was not sufficient to gain the marks. However
grammatical accuracy is a useful clue for candidates. Most candidates only dropped 1 mark
for Q2. This was frequently due to offering G in lieu of H.
As far as possible, candidates are advised to consider the context of the whole passage,
rather than to regard listening as a word by word exercise, thus the overall sense becomes
clearer. Care is needed with understanding the precise terms of each prompt, for example a
number of candidates offered B and C, whereas they are unlikely both to be correct.
Equally, in Q3, while this is not intended to be a purely grammatical exercise, common
sense and reference to topics in the programme of grammar study will preclude many
incorrect possibilities. Thus Q3a had to be a verb in the infinitive beginning with a vowel, as
the vast majority of candidates discovered.
Similarly, whatever was offered for Q3c, a feminine singular adjective was needed, and
attention to this narrowed down the possibilities. Clearly, comprehension of the passage
is primary, but an awareness of plausibility gained through general topic work will assist
scores in Q3.
In Q5, 1 mark was scored for each statement correctly attributed to a young person, and
there was over 90% success in all parts save Q5iii. This part proves more challenging, as
not accelerating as much was not seen immediately as a change in driving habits.
As hitherto in this unit, examiners assessed responses in Q4, Q6, and Q7 in the order
that elements were presented by the candidates, and considered no more elements than
the number of marks available. In this session and many recent ones, no part was worth
more than 2 marks. Thus for instance, in a 1 mark question, only the first element was
considered. Repeating or re-working the question, or preambles to an acceptable response,
did not count as elements in the response.
Q8 Bullet 1: An example of a means of communication with friends sufficed for the full
bullet point, as long as it was followed up with some development of the example given.
An example without development gained partial credit. The stimulus related to the
candidate's preferred means of communication, so a personal response was needed, not
simply a general statement about media which was not uncommon.
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Bullet 2: The response needed again to be personalised, and the bullet was partially gained
if the response was general. A number of candidates did not focus their treatment of this
bullet point, and wrote generally about the pros and cons of social media, or indeed of the
internet generally, without attention to the 'influencer' emphasis. Examiners found that
'influencer' was not well addressed, with many candidates effectively responding to 'motiver'
in terms of internet use. This was accepted as a full response.
Bullet 3: Full credit could be given where candidates referred explicitly to a holiday where a
smartphone or computer had not been taken. Not having done so with some development
was equally acceptable. However vague assertions of how a holiday without a smartphone
or computer might be, or vowing to do without these items this coming summer did not
amount to a full bullet point. Again, the response needed to be personal, rather than an
account of how people generally cope without smartphones or computers.
Bullet 4: It sufficed at the baldest level to specify an item without which the candidate could
not go on holiday. 'Une livre' (sic) was frequent and was tolerated with some goodwill as
a full bullet point, specifying 'un livre'. The best answers followed on from the third bullet
point, less effective responses referred to activities not items, so rather than 'un roman',
'la lecture' was proposed as an essential activity, without stating the chosen reading
material. 'Chose' was interpreted liberally, so 'mon frère' and 'ma copine' featured and gain
full credit. As advised in previous Examiners’ Reports, all candidates, but especially those
targeting the higher grades, should ensure that they have a solid grounding in grammatical
concepts, especially those in the Programme of Study.
Q8 has 15 marks for quality and range of language. In Q4 and Q7, comprehension is key
but is often compromised by grammatical inaccuracy. Advanced grammatical constructions
in Q8 are impressive, but particularly if used correctly and in the context of a good overall
response. Basic and accurate grammar, such as singular subjects with singular verbs
and use of correct verb forms, is equally if not more important. Similarly, the gender of
quite basic words could be gainfully revised: la livre, une ordinateur, le vacance, mon
vacance were in evidence.
The stimulus itself can include grammatical clues for some of the words which are likely to
be relevant: gives not only possible points du départ, but also clues to genders and spellings
of words which are likely to be needed: sur Internet reminds candidates that 'Internet'
has no article in French, though in the vast majority of responses it erroneously did, un
ordinateur and un smartphone reveal that these are masculine nouns. Excessive ambition
may lead to ambiguity. Good, natural linking enhances Q8 responses greatly.
All candidates gain marks in Q8 by fully addressing each bullet point. A direct response to
each, with some development is much preferable to a pre-learnt response which may not be
fully relevant. 'Il y a' in any tense is considered as one word, as are proper nouns, names or
titles, though this rule was not of great impact in Q8 in 2013 or 2014 on the 220 word limit.
A word has a space either side of it, and was counted as presented by the candidate.
Examiners read only to the end of the sense group, not necessarily the sentence after 220
words. Thus often very good but excessively long responses receive no credit for say the
fourth bullet point, if entirely beyond the 220 word limit.
For Q8, the following guidance holds good for the Content (C) mark from all previous
sessions.
• C13-15 requires a direct response to all four bullet points.
• C10-12 requires at least a partial or oblique response to all four bullet points.
• C7-9 is where three bullet points are addressed, directly or partially. C-9 is the maximum
where one bullet point is omitted, but less might be awarded.
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• C-6 is the maximum where two or three bullet points have been omitted, but again, less
might be awarded.
• Content and Language must both score, or neither scores, but C-1 and L-15 is
theoretically possible, and vice versa.
• This article task required no title, salutation or valediction, though the presence of any of
these was tolerated and excluded from the wordcount.
Guidance:
Based on their performance on this paper, candidates are offered the following advice which
is consistent with advice in previous sessions.
1. Care needs to be taken when there are English and French words with similar spellings or
meanings. 'Photograph', 'photographe', 'photographie', 'photography' and 'photographer' in
Q4 are examples of where ambiguity can arise.
2. Handwriting is increasingly an issue in some candidates' work. This can lead to spellings
and accents becoming unclear or ambiguous, and should be addressed by some. Others
present with excellent clarity and neatness.
3. Targeted comprehension responses are needed. Candidates need to check that their
response is direct and complete, as full credit is not given for approximate or partial
answers.
4. Allow checking time within the 2 hours 30 minutes, especially for Q8. This includes
checking listening responses within the first 45 minutes.
5. Q6 requires transfer of meaning into English, and it is important to check responses to
ensure that the English is natural, and that they are full yet succinct.
6. Many successful candidates write a plan, which is strongly recommended, though is not
considered in awarding the mark. The aim in Q8 is for the candidates to write a plausible
response to the four bullet points as an article, not as four separate responses to four
questions in a reading comprehension.
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Grade Boundaries
Grade boundaries for this, and all other papers, can be found on the website on this link:
http://www.edexcel.com/iwantto/Pages/grade-boundaries.aspx
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